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populations alone can save the world. . . . The whole
united in such an immense Zollverein or Customs Union
that there won't be any more customs duties anywhere . . .
and only custumals instead of laws and only world conscience
to influence the trend of custumals.
§
There are Christendom . . , and Jewry. I am sitting in
Jewry watching two old Jews dispute. An hour ago I was
in Malaga Cathedral—a black place—watching a lot of
black, unbelievably immobile female figures, kneeling on
the stones, telling their beads and now and then fanning
themselves. A prosperous gentleman in black, looking like
a banker or factory owner, hurried in, genuflected before
the blazing altar, sat down at one of the half-dozen masses
that were going on and with his lips moving in prayer,
pulled out a little folding fan and continued fanning himself
with his lips moving. . . . For a long time. . . . And then
hurried out. . . .
Malaga Cathedral is a fantastic place. It is immense.
Still more, its builders had the skill to make it seem infinitely
more immense than it is. Michelangelo or Bramante, or
whoever designed St. Peter's at Rome, is usually praised
because he has so proportioned that immensity that it seems
quite small. That always seemed to me to be a silly sort of
trick. The builders of this place knew better. They so builded
that the pillars of the great place, soaring into invisibility,
seem to enclose the night. . . . The whole of the night that
spreads over the earth. . . . The whole of human life. . . .
§
The doors of the cathedral are blocked by crowds of cripples
so deformed in hideousness that the spectacle is insupportable.
They command you to give them alms and they are regarded
by the worshippers of God with indulgence, almost with
affection. They appear to like to have the poor thus always
-with them.
The exhibition of modern Spanish art is  a shambles.
The pictures  are. without exception literal renderings of

